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10 Tools For Managing 

Your Dream Team  
By Jane Deuber 

 

 

 

Great leaders create environments with higher morale, tremendous loyalty and increased productivity.  

If I’ve learned anything about team building, over the past 31 years, it’s that nobody will stay with you or 

bring their best game unless they feel that the work they are doing somehow contributes to the vision 

they are holding for their own life and work.  

 

Below you will find my Top 10 Tolls for Managing Your Dream Team! 

Tool #1: Enroll them in a shared Vision, Mission & Movement. 

Each team members should be aware of your company’s 1 and 5 year vision and the goals you are 

currently working toward to get there. 

Tool #2: Clearly Defined Roles & Responsibilities 

This is without question the most important element of managing a team and when missing, it will kill 

your team success. Spelling out each team member’s roles and responsibilities provides a clear 

framework for training and managing, which builds their confidence. Clarifying what success looks like 

for each task sets them up to meet, or even exceed your expectations. 

Tool #3: Signed Memorandum of Understanding 

This step doesn’t have to be difficult, especially if you invest in having a basic Memo of Understanding 

written up by a legal professional. From that point, they can be adjusted for different positions, 

collaborations and even vendor agreements. Don’t put yourself at risk! Have a Memo of Understanding 

for every team member – full time, part-time and vendors. 

Tool #4: New Team Member Welcome Packet 

Your Team Member Welcome packet should describe your mission, your guiding principles, a bit about 

what inspires you and share with them the structure and primary initiatives for the coming year. You can 

also use this to share with potential team members who you are, as a team and company. 
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Tool #5: Team Member Onboarding Checklist 

Your step-by-step Team Member Onboarding Checklist will acclimate new team members to your best 

practices and team dynamics.  In should include items such as:  W9, skills training, team shadowing and 

even, the best way to work with you, as their leader. 

Tool #6: Weekly Recap Report 

When each team member completes a Weekly Recap, it will provide you with the information you need 

to lead them in the week ahead.  

Tool #7: 90 Day Trial Period Review 

Each new team member begins with a 90 day trial period during which you regularly review their 

performance and how they are feeling about their work on the team. 

Tool #8: Weekly Team Meeting Agenda 

When you use an Agenda for your team meeting, that you email in advance to you team, it enable 

everyone to be more focused, productive and efficient, so you can cover key points in less time. 

Tool #9: Annual 360 Review Process 

Conduct an annual 360 review with each team member, to review their contribution and compensation.  

These can also be completed by other team members that work with them directly to gather their 

feedback on their strengths and areas for improvement. 

Tool #10: Team Development Learning Labs 

Hold regular Team Development Learning Labs, where team members share specific insights from 

trainings they are participating in. 

 

My hope is you will take these tools and weave them into how you manage Your Dream Team! 

Enjoy! 
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